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Organizations Fight Minimum Wage Plan
Groups Call Proposal Unfair To Students
by Brian Costlow
On Dec. 18th a major decision will be
made regarding the future earning power
of college students in the state of Califor
nia. The decision will determine whether
or not college students at home will earn a
sub-minimum wage or the full minimum
wage earned by other adults.
The Industrial Welfare Commission, a
five member panel appointed by Governor
Deukmejian, has the responsibility of set
ting the minimum wage in California. On
Dec. 18th the IWC will be setting new
minimum wage rates. The IWC currently
intends to raise the minimum wage from
$3.35 to $4.00, however full-time students
under 21 who live at home will have a subminimum wage of $3.40.
The IWC proposal has been attacked on
several fronts, and by several organiza
tions, including the South Central
Organizing Committee and Ralph's
Grocery Company.
The main thrust of the agrument of the
current IWC proposal is that it doesn't
pay minimum wage earners enough to
provide for their own welfare.
Using the minimum wage of $1.65 set in
1967 as a baseline, and the percentage of
change in the Consumer Price Index, the
current minimum wage should now be set
at $5.52.
The SCOC along with the East Valley
Organization and the United Neigh
borhoods Organization have called for a
new minimum wage of $5.01 and the
retention of a sub-minimum wage only for
those ..ho
16 ,o 12 years old.
The two Union representatives on the

The IWC currently in'
tends to raise the
minimum wage to $4.00.
However, full time
students under 21 who
live at home will receive
a sub'minimum wage of
$3.40.

The SCOC, UNO and
EVO also claim that the
proposal for a sub'
minimum wage for full
time students living at
home is discriminatory
and based on faulty
reasoning.

IWC, Michael Callahan and David Padilla
had proposed an increase to $5.00, but
that motion was defeated in September
this year.
A proposal to increase the minimum
wage to $3.75 by Lynell Pollock and James
Rude, employers' representatives to the
IWC, was also rejected by the rest of the
committee.
The current plan, a compromise
package, was submitted by Muriel Morse,
the IWC representative for the general
public, who is often the swing vote be
tween the Union and Employer's rep
resentatives.
Morse referred to her proposal as acting
under "some constraint," as she was wor
ried about the effects of a minimum wage
increase on inflation and unemployment.
The SCOC, UNO and EVO however,
all cite statistics purporting to show that
although the minimum wage has been
raised-13 times since World War II,
unemployment following an increase in

the minimum wage only rose during the
OPEC recession in 1975, and actually
decreased immediately following the other
12 raises.
They claim that an increase in
minimum wage will boost domestic con
sumer spending by low income families,
reduce the number of people on ADFC
(welfare) and require industries using
minimum wage workers to become more
efficient.
The SCOC, UNO and EVO also claim
that the proposal for a sub-minimum wage
for full-time students living at home is
discriminatory and based on faulty
reasoning.
The IWC claims that the sub-minimum

USD Rugby takes fourth place in Turkey Bowl. See story on page 13.

wage will prevent an increase in youth
unemployment.
The SCOC, UNO and EVO counter
that raises in the minimum wage in the
past have not caused an increase in youtl
unemployment, and that a Congressional
Minimum Wage Study Commission
report recommended against a subminimum wage for youth.
They also claim that the people who will
be affected by the new 16 to 21 age range,
(as opposed to 16-18) are almost all college
students, and that by paying them the full
minimum wage we would reduce student
dependence on financial aid programs.
Finally, the organizations opposing the
current minimum wage proposal feel that
it is discriminatory, and that "equal pay
for equal work" means that workers
should not be discriminated against
because of age, race, sex or any other ar
bitrary distinction.
The University of California's Student
Association, comprised of 18 members
from the 9 UC campuses statewide, has
also started to mobilize against the pro
posal. Konrad Huntley, UCLA's graduate
representative was quoted in the 'Daily
Bruin' as saying "Why should students be
treated differently just because they-are
students? If there's going to be a minimum
wage policy, then it should be applied to
everyone."

Hunger Awareness Week
Judged A Success

1st Annual Hungerfest a successful event.
by Paula M. Marcheschi
Booths soliciting everything from gum to
Exceeding previous years' totals,
donuts raised money and hunger con
students raised over $3,750 for Hunger
sciousness. Pitard said, "1 want every
Awareness Week. Through fundraising
group and individual to realize not to not
events and special liturgies, discussions,
give because you feel your donation is too
and lectures, students and faculty were
made more aware of the different forms of , small of an amount. It is the effort that
matters." She wants students to realize
hunger problems existent throughout the
how far even only a few dollars can go in a
world.
3rd world country. Every little bit does
According to Mary Ellen Pitard, Direc
make a difference.
tor of Campus Ministry on campus, many
The Hunger Awareness Week Global
students workfti to change a small portion
Dinner raised both $111.81 and students
of history. She reminds students of what
realization of how other societies live.
Robert F. Kennedy once said, "Few of us
With fifty people participating in the pro
have the greatness to bend history itself,
but each of us can work to change a small
gram, two students chose meals represent
portion of events, and in the total of all
ing 1st world countries. Eight people
received meals typical to a 2nd world en
those acts will be written the history of
vironment, and forty were left eating the
this generation."
rice known to 3rd world habitants. Pitard
Students were inspired to raise money
stated her praise of the dinner's success,
and participate in the week begun by
"To say it was just a great learning ex
Father Anthony on Sunday, November
perience Ts an understatement ... it was a
15 at the 5 and 7 pm liturgies. "His ser
real lesson of what it was like." She ex
mons at the masses set the week off on a
plained that the students fed 1st world
positive note." Collections at the opening
meals expressed a feeling of guilt and
and closing liturgies totaled $1,372.24.
USD organizations and clubs made the
Continued on page 2
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New Courses Offered In Theological And
Religious Studies
Dr. Robert Kress, chair of the
Theological and Religious studies depart
ment, will teach an honors course
Religious Experience and the Christian
(Rel 19). The course will emphasize the ex
perience of God and the Christian Tradi
tion by different "types" of people, for ex
ample, male and female mystics,
theologians, saints and sinners, new and
old world citizens.
Dr. Kress will also teach a new course,
The American Catholic Experience (Rel
156). This course will examine the unique
way in. which American Catholicism has
been able to deal with a culture which is
emphatically free, pluralist, and nonCatholic. It will emphasize the quality of
freedom in both the American experience
and the American Catholic Experience.
This course has been chosen to be one of
the Faculty Social Issues Committee
courses under the general theme of "Ex
perience of Freedom in America: Dream
and Reality."
Rabbi Wayne Dosick will teach Jewish
Faith and Practice (Rel 113), a course par
tially funded by the Jewish Chautauqua
Society. Rabbi Dosick has been widely ac
tive in education, at the college level and
in specifically Jewish groups. The course
examines the origins and meaning of
Jewish beliefs and practices, both in the
past and the present.
Maria Nicholas will return to teach in
troduction to Biblical Studies. Other ad

junct faculty members in the Spring
semester will be Father Dan Dillabough
and Father Pat Foley, both of the Diocese
of San Diego, active in various offices.
Foley will teach Rel 11, Belief in Modern
Society and Dillabough will teach Rel 19,
Religious Experience and the Christian.

Hunger Awareness

Continued from page 1

uneasiness as if they did not want to be a
part of the 1st world.
Many students gave up their own 1st
world meals on Thursday and raised
$764.85, and the checks from faculty, staff
and some parents totaled $121.50. Alpha
Delta Pi Sorority members contributed
$700.00 to the terrific cause by rocking,
rocking, and rocking on rocking chairs for
two days in front of the U.C. The money
made by the Knights of Columbus Raffle
has not yet been turned in. The money ac
cumulated by the end of the week sur
passed all the other hunger programs in
USD history.
Pitard summed up the week with the
idea of the Closing Liturgy. She said,
"We're the light. We're going to make the
difference by concentrating on the small
things we can do at USD." Pitard finished
by saying, "We (the Campus Ministry Of
fice) are encouraged by the people that
participated. We are real enthused for next
year."
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Madd Hosts Candlelight Vigil
The San Diego County chapter of
Mothers Against Drunk Driving
(MADD) will host its annual
Candlelight Vigil of Remembrance
and Hope on Monday, Dec. 14, 1987,
at 7:15 p.m., inside the University
Center building of the University of
San Diego at Alcala Park. The vigil is
held each year in every chapter of
MADD nationwide to remember
those people who have been killed or
injured in drunk driving crashes. The
event will also serve to help kick off
National Drunk and Drugged Driving
Awareness Week, proclaimed by
President Ronald Reagan for Dec.
13-19, 1987.
The Candlelight Vigil is an especial
ly poignant ceremony, says Cynthia
Roark, president of the San Diego
MADD chapter. It's a time for victims
to gather to have the names of their
loved ones read, she said. A candle is
lit for each name read.
Several area law enforcement of
ficers and elected officials will make
brief remarks. A special song, com
missioned expressly for MADD, will
be played and sung. The event is
being planned by both MADD and
student members of USD's BACCHUS/SADD chapter.
The public is encouraged to attend.
There is no admission charge.
• Every 22 minutes one person dies

in an alcohol-related auto crash.
(NHTSA, 1986).
• Nearly 560,000 people are injured
each year in alcohol-related traffic
crashes, an average of more than one
injury per minute. (NHTSA, 1986).
• Each year about 43,000 in
dividuals are seriously injured in
alcohol-related crashes. (NHTSA,
1986).
• I n 1986, 1,350 Americans were
killed in car crashes between
Thanksgiving and New Years Day. It
is estimated that over half of those
crashes wre alcohol-related.
• It is estimated that two out of
every five Americans will be involved
in an alcohol-related crash during
their lifetime. (NHTSA, 1986).
• Drunk driving is the most fre
quently committed crime in the na
tion today. DWI arrests in 1986
totaled an estimated 1,793,000, more
than three times the total for all other
violent crimes (murder, forcible rape,
robbery and aggravated assault). (FBI,
1986).
For more information on MADD's
National Candlelight Vigil, contact
Janice Lord, Director of Victim
Services, MADD National Head
quarters, 669 Airport Freeway, Suite
310,
Hurst,
Texas
76053
(817-268-6233); for information on
local Candlelight Vigils contact the
local MADD chapter at 746-MADD.
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Buy a printer with your Macintosh and conserve paper;
| A Macintosh™ personal computerand an of paper you'll save will have a lovely green glow with with a variety of financing options.Vfe feel compelled to

ImageWriterMI printer
will save you hours of
time Not to mention
iSHh
" gallonsofcorrection fluid and
teams of paper..And. if you buy both now. the first ream

Presidents on it. So here's the deal: You'll save a bundle tell you. though, that a deal like this can't last forever* So
of cash when you purchase an ImageWriter II printer it's a good idea to see your campus microcomputer cen
along with your choice of a Macintosh Plus or a
ter today .And join the paper conservation movement.
Macintosh SF.. Eitherway you'll he able to turn out beauft
tiliilly prepared papers. .And we 11 even try to help you
The power to be yt >urbest™

USD Bookstore in affiliation with academic computing
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SPECIAL EDITORIAL

Fairness And Accuracy In The Vista
by Brian Costlow
News Editor
Over the course of the semester, the
Vista has received a number of letters from
students addressing the fairness or ac
curacy of Vista articles. As the editors of
the news section, 1 want to address some
of the issues raised by those letters.
A letter from a student named Joe
Allen, regarding an article called "Student
Action Stops Thefts," claims that he, not
Mike Hannum or Mike Doan, caught the
first suspect. After talking to Allen,
reading the security report, talking to the
reporter who wrote the article, and the
other students involved, 1 feel that this
paper owes Mr. Allen an apology.
When Doan and Hannum started to
chase the suspect, Allen, who was nearby,
circled around and cut the suspect off,
reaching him before Hannum and Doan
did.
After the incident was over, however,
Allen left before security took his state
ment for their report. Security only men
tioned Allen as giving them a screwdriver
one of the suspects dropped. Security later
added Allen's name to the report but did
not elaborate on his part in the incident.
The reporter who covered the case said
that he read the report and got the impres
sion that Allen had arrived on the scene
with the screwdriver after the chase was
over, and when he could not contact

Allen for comment, left him out of the
story for brevity.
Allen also wanted to know why the
Vista was not more critical of security's ac
tions during the incident.
After reading the report, I got the im
pression that the incident happened very
fast, and that security chased the suspects
with their vehicles, then circled around to
search for the suspects while the students
went after them on foot, the students get
ting there first.
The students, however, claim they
caught the first suspect less than 100 yards
from two security officers who didn't get
out of the truck to aid them.
If this is true, then the Vista could have
been more critical of security's actions, but
as this copy was going to press, I could not
reach the two officers involved for com
ment.
However, I would like to see something
done in this paper on the training,
qualifications, and policies of the USD
security department.
Mr. Allen states that he feels a real
paper, like the Wall Street Journal,
wouldn't make these kinds of mistakes.
Well, here at the Vista, where editors get
only $100 a semester, reporters work for
free, and we all have full time academic
loads, it's not the Wall Street Journal.
Mistakes like these are not excusable, but
they are to some extent, understandable.
Regarding some of the points brought

up by letters written by Tom Gorman and
Jeff Koller in the 11/5 issue about the "AS
Drops 13,000 on Simply Red" article:
1. Tom, what good does establishing
relations with the music industry do if we
must rely on a budget surplus that we
won't have next year?
2. The reason that the Vista inquired
about budget cuts for other programmers
— a director came into the Vista office and
complained about it.
3. The administration's platform in
cluded bringing a big band, but the number
of Yes votes that got Rapp elected was 607.
Hardly a mandate from the student body.
4. The Vista is well into the black this
year, thank you, with ad revenue fully
covering our expenses.
5. The concert LOST money, the
money to cover that loss was a
BUDGETED EXPENDITURE. The ques
tion here is not did the concert make
money, but was the money spent wisely in
a manner that benefitted the most
students. (Quoting fiascos of the past like
Concert on the Green doesn't justify
Simply Red, it's what the students want
that counts.) The Simply Red concert was
never perceived as a budget blunder, but a
Programming blunder — right idea, wrong
band.
6. There is a difference between a news
article, an Off Beat column, and an
editorial, (all quoted in paragraph four of
Keller's EDITORIAL).

Regarding the letters by Miss Manriquez
and Mr. Gonzalez in the 11/5 issue accus
ing the Vista of Mexico bashing. Sure one
can find the same problems one finds in
Tijuana in any large US city's nastier
neighborhoods, but our underage
students are not going up to Compton to
get drunk on Friday night. (This should
cover points 1, 2, 4 and 9 of Mr.
Gonzalez's letter.)
Points four and five of Mr. Gonzalez's
letter are addressed by Consuelo Manriquez's letter. Most Americans do seem to
forget that TJ is another country. Also if
you don't have the money on you in a
Mexican jail, it may not be so easy to call
a friend or your lawyer to get it. (Abuses
and the taking of bribes by Mexican police
are well documented and I refuse to
apologize for implying them here.)
Point seven of Mr. Gonzalez's article is
strictly a matter of semantics, point eight
— some people don't realize that their
regular insurance may not cover them
while driving in a foreign country, besides
what do these points have to do with
Mexico bashing? We're not possibly doing
a little Chris Orr bashing are we?
Regarding items ten and eleven, the sug
gestions came from the San Diego Police
Dept. so I guess Mr. Orr now knows to
double check his sources, regardless of
who they are, and once again, I apologize
if anyone was misled by the information.

Tonight you have to read 10 chapters,
compose a brilliant paper (with graphs)
and...by the way...did you remember
to get cash for the weekend?
Good thing you're a member of SDTCU...that's San Diego Teachers'
Credit Union. (Yes, students can be members, too.)
Because with your SDTCU VISA card, cash is as near as hundreds of
ATMs near campus and home. There's no charge for using it, either. And
interest is right for hard working students...a low 12.75%*
Oh, you're not a member yet? After you finish that brilliant paper, you
better make a brilliant financial move, and call us to join at 297-4686.

San Diego Teachers' Credit Union
•'Annual Percentage Rate

4470 Park Boulevard, San Diego, California 92116
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From The Desk

Do USD Security Officers Have Common Sense?
I would like to bring up two issues which
demonstrate the lack of logic which USD
Security has demonstrated in its formula
tion of policy. This is not a subject which
affects me, but which does affect the
number of people who live on campus and
own cars.
The first complaint I would like to lodge
is the policy which allows residents to park
on the main campus between 7 p.m. and 3
a.m. This new rule obviously did not take
into account the class schedule. Evening
classes begin at 6:30 p.m. In order for
residents to park their cars near class and
not have to walk back to their apartments
in the dark, they would have to be able to
park their cars on the main campus at 6:15
at the latest. So, the rule only benefits
those who go to the library or to other
places on campus, not all residents.
The other situation where I fail to see

any common sense is in the insistence of
USD Security on having two rows of
reserved parking in the Valley parking lot.
These spaces are almost always vacant (I
have yet to see them filled by faculty/staff
vechicles), yet because of the parking
policy, no Valley resident or students can
park there. Needless to say, faculty and
staff are allowed to park in the spaces
reserved for residents and students, so
they see no reason to walk the extra
distance from their reserved spaces. Why
not simply change these places to students
parking, which also allow staff and faculty
parking?
I am not asking for any earth-shattering
changes, merely some which, by exercising
some common sense, will take students
more into account.

Monica Sanchez
Editor-in-Chief

Letters

Greek Representation In Senate Is Defended
In response to the article "Some
thoughts on Senate Representation," writ
ten by Monica Sanchez:
We were very disturbed when reading
your article last week because we felt that
once again you were debasing toe Greek
organizations and their abilities. Who are
you to say who fits in the A.S. organiza
tion?
The Undergraduate Bulletin states "the
ASB of USD, a self-governing group ac
ting under the authority given by its ap
proved Associated Students Constitution.
Officers of the ASB and members of its
governing council are elected or appointed
from among the students."
In regards to Greek representatives,
you're afraid of a conflict of interests
because of their double status..." Why are
you only mocking the Greeks? Aren't
other members of the A.S. also involved
in other organizations too — for example,
sports, clubs, or even part time employ
ment. Surely we are all old enough to
organize and budget our time.
Just because one chooses to be Greek
does not mean that they should be exclud
ed from participating in the A.S. It sounds
as if you are discriminating against the
Greeks... The Greek representative is
there to represent the Greeks alone. The
other Greeks involved in A.S. represent
the school as a whoie. d/c reel tne majority
of the USD community would be happy
to have Greeks on the A.S. Board. After
all, Greeks are fully involved with campus
activities and want to make USD a more
enjoyable place. Where are the other 3/t of
uninvolved students? Let's hear it for the
Greek A.S. members!
Name withheld by request
. . . Some thoughts concerning the
From the Desk by Monica Sanchez on
November 19, 1987. Her article is ac
curately titled for it does not present any
logical argument against the representa
tion of Greeks or seminarians in the USD
Senate. It is simply the judgments and opi
nions of one individual.
First, she states that >Te attended "a
meeting of the AS Senate." Anyone that
makes a judgment or forms an opinion

after attending one of anything has little
or no credibility due to an uninformed
knowledge base. She makes this point
even more apparent by showing a general
ignorance of the AS Government. Any
informed student, especially the editor-inchief and a pronouncer of opinion would
have known of this situation for some
time. Monica demonstrates her nescience
of the AS Senate and then moves to pro
nounce judgment upon it.
In paragraph four, Monica states that
the Senate should distance itself from
these groups because they are not elected
by the entire USD population. Monica
does not make any argument supporting
her call to action, she simply makes a
gratuitous statement. She also makes the
critical error of comparing the AS Senate
to the United States Senate, thereby com
paring the AS Government to the U.S.
Government. The AS Senate runs
nothing like the U.S. Senate and it should
not for we are not running a country, we
are running a school. In fact the AS
Senate turned down a proposal to make
the AS Government and Constitution
similar to the U.S. Government and Con
stitution in 1985.
Furthermore, if Monica had done her
homework, she would have found that
other universities, for example, San Diego
State, not only have a Greek Represen
tative in their Senate, but also represen
tatives from all of its Schools and from
other campus constituents.
In the following paragraph, Monica calls
Greeks and seminarians and "elite
minority." Elite is defined as a group that
is the best or most powerful. I do not
know whether to thank Monica for her
observation or to be angry for what I
think is a poor attempt at satire. A group
in a democracy only has power if it is
given power by the people. The only bad
thing that Greeks and seminarians have
done is to unite. Power comes from
unification. However, being the best is a
relative judgment at best. Every individual
is free to decide what is best. If one decides
that Greeks or jocks or intellectuals are
best than that is one individuals opinion,
one among many. Monica's use of the

term elite is meaningless without a
framework from which to work, for every
individual will judge its meaning in a
slightly different manner.
Then Monica points out the true gravity
of this heinous crime against the freedom
of all USD students by stating that these
two representatives tip "the balance of
representation unevenly toward those in
cluded in Greek organizations." How does
one seminarian and one Greek tip the
balance of power in any direction? Monica
has overestimated the power of two votes
and underestimated the integrity and in
telligence of the rest of the Senate. One
could argue that the balance of power is
tipped in the favor of upper classmen
because there are more juniors and seniors
in the Senate than freshmen and
sophomores. There is also an unbalanced
representation of males and females. On a
campus where there are 2.3 females for
every male, it seems fair to have more
female senate representation. In short,
there are a number of imbalances.
Monica, in her overzealous criticism of
greeks and seminarians, has only pointed
out one.
In the seventh paragraph, Monica at
tacks the integrity of our very own elected
officials. We can only hope Monica, that
we have elected individuals that will do
the best they can for the school and not
bias their opinions in favor of the Greeks.
You point out that so far they have avoid
ed a "conflict of interest due to their dou
ble status, there is no indication that this
will be the case in the future." Maybe you
could point out why this may change
because there is no indication that this
will NOT be the case in the future.
Again, assertions are made without
evidence or argument.
Of course all of this leads to the Senate
being "transformed into an arena for the
few, instead of an element of the
majority." Monica, your sense of
unrealistic idealism overwhelms me with
pity. Since when has the Senate been an
accurate representation of the majority.
The Senate only represents those students
who choose to vote. Unfortunately, most
students do not care and subsequently do

not vote. The Senate has never been an
element of the majority.
Lastly, you insult the intelligence of
Vista readers by trying to mask your bias
ed opinion against Greeks by including
seminarians in your article. However, you
fail to mention seminarian representation
after the fifth paragraph of an eleven
paragraph article. Either you forgot what
you said during the first half of the article
or you never really intended to attack
seminarian representation at all. It was
just an attempt to legitimate your criticism
of the Greeks.

Continued on page 10
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DIRTY DANCING

MERCURY 832 465-1/POLYGRAM

U2

WHITNEY

A MOMENTARY LAPSE OF REASON

SOUNDTRACK RCA 6408 1 R (9 98)

LU

WHITESNAKE GE FFEN GHS 4018 (6 98)

HYSTERIA

PINK FLOYD COLUMBIA oc 40599

Q_

WHITESNAKE

SOUNDTRACK

CRAZY NIGHTS
LOST BOYS

ATLANTIC 8 I 767 (9 98)

MOTLEY CRUE

GIRLS, GIRLS. GIRLS

ELEKTRA 60725 (9 98)

DOOR TO DOOR

THE CARS ELEKTRA 60747 (9 98)
HUEY LEWIS & THE NEWS

CHRYSALISOV41534

FORE!
RICHARD MARX

RICHARD MARX EMI MANHATTAN ST 53049 (8 98)
BON JOVI

SLIPPERY WHEN WET

MERCURY 830264 L /POLYGRAM

EXPOSE

EXPOSURE

ARISTA AL 8441 (8 98)

CUTTING CREW
GENESIS

BROADCAST

VIRGIN 90573'ATIANTIC (8 98)

INVISIBLE TOUCH

ATLANTIC 81641 (9 98)

POISON

ENIGMA ST 12523/CAPITOL (8 98)

CINDERELLA

LOOK WHAT THE CAT DRAGGED IN
NIGHT SONGS

MERCURY 830076-1 'POLYGRAM

OUTSIDE LOOKING IN

BODEANS SLASH 25629/REPRISE (8.98)
PET SHOP BOYS EMWKANHATTAN 46972 (8 98)

ACTUALLY

BILLY IDOL CHRYSALIS OV 41620

VITAL IDOL

SUZANNE VEGA

SOLITUDE STANDING

A&M SP 5136 <8 98)

NAJEE'S THEME

NAJEE EMI MANHATTAN ST I 7241 (8 98)
DAVID BOWIE

NEVER LET ME DOWN

LMI MANHATTAN PJI 7267 (9 98)

SPYRO GYRA MCA 42046 (8 98)

STORIES WITHOUT WORDS

W.A.S.P. CAPI1CH CLT 48053 (8 98)

LIVE IN THE RAW
WOW

BANANARAMA LONOON 828 061 1.POLYGRAM
PRINCE

SIGN 0' THE TIMES

PAISLEY PARK 2557 7/WARNER BROS (15 98)

WHITNEY HOUSTON

GLORIA ESTEFAN & MIAMI SOUND MACHINE
38 SPECIAL A&M 3910(9 98)
MADONNA

WHITNEY HOUSTON

ARISTA ALS 8212 (8 98)

SIRE 25442/WARNER BROS (9 98)

EPIC OC 40769/E.P.A

LET IT LOOSE

HOOTERS

HARVEST SMAS11163

RADIO K.A.O.S.
CAP1T01 (9

98)

DARK SIDE OF THE MOON

COTUMBIAOC 40659

ONE WAY HOME

STARSHIP GRVJFFT 6413 1-G/RCA (9 98)
SOUNDTRACK

NO PROTECTION

MCA 6207 (9 98)

BEVERLY HILLS COP II

ABC MERCURY 832 391 1/ROEYGRAM

ALPHABET CITY

SQUEEZE A&MSP5I61 (8 98)
SOUNDTRACK

BABYLON AND ON

COLUMBIA sc 40323

TOP GUN

YES ATCO 90522/ATLANTIC (9 98)

BIG GENERATOR

MR. MISTER RCA 6276 I R (9 98)

GO ON .

THE CULT BEGGAR'SBANQUET/SIRE 25555/WARNER BROS (8 98)

ELECTRIC

WENDY AND USA COLUMBIA BFC 40862

WENDY AND LISA

TIFFANY MCA 5793 (8 98)
BEASTIE BOYS

TIFFANY

OEF JAM FC 40238/COLUMBIA

THE SMITHS SIRE 25649/YVARNER BROS (8 98)

LICENSED TO ILL
STRANGEWAYS, HERE WE COME

FASTER PUSSYCAT ELEKTRA 60730 (8 98)
THE CURE

ELEKTRA 60737 (13 98)

BRYAN ADAMS

FASTER PUSSYCAT
KISS ME, KISS ME, KISS ME

A&M 3907 (9 98)

INTO THE FIRE

CURIOSITY KILLED THE CAT MERCURY 832 025 1 /POLYGRAM
THE OUTFIELD

STEVE WINWOOD
PAUL SIMON

KEEP YOUR DISTANCE

COLUMBIA OC 40619

BANGIN'

ISLAND 2S448/WARNER BROS (8.98)

BACK IN THE HIGHLIFE

WARNER BROS 25447 (9.98)

PETER GABRIEL

GRACELAND

GEFFEN GHS 24088 (8 98)

SO

THE DOORS ELEKTRA 60345 (12 98)

BEST OF THE DOORS

THE SILENCERS RCA 6442 I R (8 98)
JANET JACKSON
CROWDED HOUSE

A LETTER FROM ST. PAUL

A&M SP 3905 (9 98)

CONTROL

CAPITOL ST 12485 (8 98)

CROWDED HOUSE

GRIM REAPER RCA 6250-1-FI (8.98)

ROCK YOU TO HELL

REO SPEEDWAGON

LIFE AS WE KNOW IT

EPIC FE 40444/E F

JONATHAN BUTLER JIVE/RCA 1032 1 J/RCA (8 98)
WARREN ZEVON VIRGIN 90603 ATLANTIC (8 98)

JONATHAN BUTLER
SENTIMENTAL HYGIENE

THE JESUS AND MARY CHAIN WARNER BROS 25656 (8 98)

DARKLANDS

We Are Not A Club!

WE ONLY SELL CASSETTES!!N'WE ACCEPT

PERSONAL CHECKS OR MONEY ORDERS
POSTAGE & HANDLING: ALL ORDERS MUST INCLUDE
THREE DOLLARS & FIFTY CENTS (3.50]. NO MATTER HOW
LARGE OR SMALL THE ORDER. ALL ORDERS SHIPPED
FIRST CLASS MAIL i TAPES ARE 100% GUARANTEED
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE.

.ZIP

BEST OF 38 SPECIAL "FLASHBACK"
TRUE BLUE

SOUNDTRACK MCA 6214 (9 98)

MOONLIGHTING

ECHO AND THE BUNNYMEN

ECHO AND THE BUNNYMEN

SIRE 25597 'WARNER BROS (8 98)

PINK FLOYD

SLIDE IT IN

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO:

S3.99 X

Students Publishing

CATALOGUE (1.00)
SAMMY HAGAR GEFFEN GHS 24144 0 98)
POSTAGE &
HANDLING
OUT OF THE BLUE
DEBBIE GIBSON ATIANTK KI/80<8 98>
TOTAL
Yes! Please send me you 1987 catalog with over 7000 titles. I have enclosed $1.00 extra for postage
ENCLOSED
SWING OUT SISTER MERCURY 832 213 1 /POLYGRAM

IT'S BETTER TO TRAVEL

1 NEVER SAID GOODBYE

PO BOX 4649

FORT LAUDEBPALE.
FLORIDA 33338

$3.50
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EXPERIENCE,
RESPONSIBILITY
PRESTIGE,
AIR FORCE NURSING.
Check the Air Force.
If you're looking for a
career in nursing that
offers opportunity,
responsibility and
advantages—
Air Force Nursing
is for you. If you have a
BSN, call
( 6 1 9 ) 2 9 2 - 8 8 6 3 collect

Final Examination Schedule
Fall 1987
Final examinations are held in the classrooms where classes regularly meet.

Monday
December 14

8:00-10:00
11:00-1:00
2:00-4:00
4:30-6:30
6:30-8:30

Tuesday

8:00-10:00

December 15

11:00-1:00
2:00-4:00
4:30-6:30

Classes which meet MWF at 9:00, or 9:05
Classes which meet MWF or MW or M only at
2:30
Classes which meet MWF at 11:15
Classes which meet MW or M only at 4:00,
4:30, 4:35, 5:10, or 5:25
Classes which meet M only at 6:00, 6:15, 6:30,
or 7:00
Classes which meet TTH at 9:00, 9:35, 9:40 or
T only at 8:00
Combined sections of multi-sectioned courses
TBA
Classes which meet TTH or T only at 1:00,
1:25
Classes which meet T only at 2:30, 3:15, or

4:00

Lincoln
Is Groaning
To Be
Thaajghtieds.

Wednesday
December 16

M/k

LINCOLN
SAVINGS

Because life is way
too short to run
g/
with the crowd.
A Subsidiary of AmericanContinental Corporation.
For details call Edye at ext. 353:

1-800-874-5450
An Equal Opportunity Employer

1987. Lincoln Savings & Loan Association

Classes which meet TTH or T only at 6:00,
6:15, 6:30, 6:35, 6:40, 6:45 or 7:00

8:00-10:00
11:00-1:00
2:00-4:00

Classes which meet MWF at 10:00 or 10:10
Classes which meet at MWF 12:20 or W at 1:00
Combined sections of certain multi-sectioned
courses TBA
Classes which meet W only at 4:00, 4:30, or
5:00
Classes which meet MW or W only at 6:00,
6:15, 6:30, or 7:00

4:30-6:30
7:30-9:30

Thursday

8:00-10:00

December 17

11:00-1:00
2:00-4:00
4:30-6:30
,7:30-9:30

Friday

Think of your career as a race, and college as
the starting gate.
Where do you go from here?
If you're good enough, into Lincoln Savings'
unique management training program. Where
you'll learn the business from one of the country's
fastest growing savings and loans.
Where you'll earn a good salary with excellent
benefits.
Where you'll have all the responsibility and
recognition you can handle.
Lincoln needs bright, motivated team players.
You should have a 4-year degree, retail savvy
and the willingness to work harder than finals and
midterms put together.
You can keep plodding along in a typical job
and watch the years race by. Or you can audition
for our Winner's Circle.
So don't horse around. Come check out Lincoln

7:30-9:30

December 18

8:00-10:00
11:00-1:00
2:00-4:00
4:30-6:30

Saturday

9:00-11:00

Classes which meet TTH or TH only at 8:00,
or 8:30
Classes which meet TTH or TH only at 2:00,
2:30, 3:00, or 3:15
Combined sections of certain multi-sectioned
courses TBA
Classes which meet TTH or TH only at 4:00,
4:30, 4:35, 5:00, 5:10
Classes which meet TH only at 6:00, 6:15,
6:25, 6:30, 6:35, 7:00, or 7:05
Classes which meet MWF at 8:00
Classes which meet MWF or MW or WF at
1:00, or 1:25
Classes which meet MW or MWF or M or W
only at 3:00, 3:25, or 3:30
Combined sections of multi-secitoned courses
TBA
Courses which meet F at 4:00
Classes which meet SAT at 9:00

December 19

Cut out tag — for your gift

J'lleAMf

FROM:

(Circle one)
o.To;BoS
G-irL

To-

C,l o"t^Jr>

Age:
To: All those with warm hearts!
Celebrate your Christmas spirit by sharing a gift
with a child who will have very little for Christmas.
Bring a wrapped gift to the Graduate and Law Cam
pus Ministry office UC, Room 239.
• Please tag your gift for a girl or boy and state
the age the gift is suited for.
• We will be collecting gifts from Nov. 23
through Dec. 13.
Questions: Ext. 4485, Sister Carlotta Dilorenzo,
CSJ, THANK YOU!
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Be A Special Person...
Help A Special Athlete
TAN 4 LESS
With this ad• Expires 12/10/87 • Call for details • 2nd 30 tan days $39

PACIFIC BEACH
LA JOLLA
COLLEGE
2280 Garnet 6986 La Jolla Blvd. 6663 El Cajon
(upstairs)
(upstairs)
Blvd., #P
581-9060
454-8826
697-2122
Lose up to 26" in one session

SPORTS ARENA
3185 Q. Midway
(upstairs)
224-9727

European Body Wrap $69

Reduce cellulite • Tighten & firm • Not a temporary water loss program

USD BOOKSTORE

USD BOOKSTORE

USD BOOKSTORE

EVERY DAY IS A SALE DAY IN DECEMBER
(CHECK OUR EL VER EOR DETA /L S)

FILL OUT YOUR ENTRY
FORM NOW FOR THE
CHRISTMAS DRAWINGS

Scott Thompson and Steve Cronan assist athletes in last year's Special
Olympic Basketball Tournament.
by Harry Hadjian
timekeepers, and team registration.
On March 19-20 USD will host the
San Diego County Special Olympics
Basketball Tournament. Over 300
athletes and coaches from the area
will participate in this year's competi
tion which will decide teams for the
National Special Olympic games.
This is the second year that USD
has sponsored the games, which will
be held in the Sports Center. Due to
the support of enthusiastic
volunteers, the tournament was a
huge success last year.
This year we need more than 250
eager volunteers to assist in the com
petition in order to equal last year's
success. Volunteer positions are need
ed for referees, scorekeepers,

Other positions include special
event organization, clean up/set up
crews, and event supervision. We urge
organizations and clubs to participate
by serving a meal. Committees are
being formed right now!
The Special Olympics are a reward
ing and emotionally uplifting ex
perience. It's a good feeling to help
others and the magic that one ex
periences at Special Olympics com
petitions is unequalled.
If you want to participate in a heart
warming experience and grow a little
then call Harry Hadjian at 488-1832
or contact Judy Rauner in the
Volunteer Resource office in the U.C.
at 260-4798. We need your help.

Come To The Posada
by Kendra Peters
The Spanish Club is proud to present
the 1987 Posada. The event will take place
Saturday, December 5 in the UC forum
A and B and all USD students are invited
to participate. Although the evening will
include a traditional Mexican dinner and
Mariachis, the dancing to follow will be
provided by a local D.J.
Traditionally, the Posada is a com
memoration of Joseph and Mary's attempt
to find refuge the nights previous to Jesus'
birth. The season occurs from December
16 through December 23 and involves a

procession of two Mary and Joseph
representatives and their followers holding
lighted candles.
The entourage goes door to door asking
for refuge through the posada song and
the people inside refuse in fear. Finally,
the people inside recognize Joseph and
Mary and ask them in to grace their hum
ble home. Inside the group engages in the
breaking of the pinata and other
festivities.
USD's Posada might not be altogether
traditional, but we'll try to maintain the
festivities! See everyone there!

Homecoming Pictures!
COME TO THE AS OFFICE and

get a look at yourself at Homecoming.

Yearbook freelancers Jennifer Vallely and David Bradley shot over 1,000 frames at
Homecoming, both day and night, and they've compiled a massive album of
shots—many of which are beautiful. You can order any of these shots in the AS

DECEMBER
DECEMBER
DECEMBER
DECEMBER

USD BOOKSTORE

14TH
15TH
16TH
17TH

USD BOOKSTORE

RED WAGON
AFTER 0 BEAR
RED WAGON
MICKEY MOUSE

USD BOOKSTORE

61101HAIR STUDIO t)
I A FULL SERVICE SALON

uaW Colour
.EuroP6®**

• s«rnes • wavevj,>

*
. v)n\Que

•

pertuioP

#

• Co*oP*e

ceN°P

^a\\ care

• facial5
n

Looks!
focus!
Answers!

298-6104

• TanruoP

Open 6 days a week

6110 Friars R<±, Suite 106, San Diego, CA 92108

—Make your appointment now—
Look good for the holidays
Highlighting and Spot Perms
Special 20% discount

Open Letter To: Student

Alumni Association

We'd just like to take a moment to personally thank you all for
your help, participation, and support in this year's HOMECOMING
festivities.
Your hard work and dedication to the Alumni of USD truly paid
in high dividends with the incredible Alumni turnout that weekend.
We realize that with all your studies, the work and social life that
USD has to offer, it is not always easy to dedicate time to those of us
who passed through the halls of USD before you. However, it is impor
tant to let you know that we truly appreciate all that you have done.
We recognize your dedication and again "Thank You" for all your sup
port.
Sincerely,

Executive Office, upstairs in the UC for modest prices. Make your float, suit,
dress, face, etc. immortal on your wall and check this out now.

—Elaine Biko Dawson '65
Steve "Swooper" Gauvin '84

Pictures make great stocking staffers!

Co-chairs, Homecoming Committee
USD Alumni Association
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Girls, There Is Hope For Us After All!!
by Christine Presta
Rumor has it there are more girls than
guys here at the University of San Diego.
Is this really true? The answer is yes, it is
true, but the situation is really not as bad
as it seems. Girls, there is hope for us
afterall!
For years girls have been complaining
about the distribution of men in this
school; for it has been understood that the
ratio of girls to guys is overwhelming.
Well, I did a little poking around and
found out just what the balance is here at
USD among girls and guys. I found some
surprising results.
Contrary to popular belief, there is not a
3-1 ratio, which some students believe to
be true, nor is it even 2-1, or even 7-6.
These are just some of the rumors which
have been floating around campus.
From the moment USD accepted males
into the school, when it turned into a
seminary for men as well as a school for
women, the male population' as compaired
to females was immense. The tables
turned in the fall of 1979. For the first time
there were more girls than guys here at
USD. Who was to know this would mark
the beginning of a whole new revolution.
Where did these girls come from?
When the change occurred for the first
time the ratio of girls to guys was 50.8 to
49.2 percent in fall of 1979 in the total
university
enrollment.
The
undergraduates witnessed a more extreme
unbalance with a ratio of 56.2 to 43.8 per
cent. Even more severe was the ratio

among the graduates, 61.4 to 38.6 percent.
The law school was not affected from this
trend, and still showed an overwhelming
amount of guys to girls, with a ratio of
67.3 to 32.7 percent in favor of the guys.
Although the race is still going strong
and the gap among the balance between
the sexes is widening, it has not yet lived
up to its 3-1 or 2-1 ratio as many people
have believed. Sorry guys, you are not as
distinct around here as you think!
The latest statistics I could dig up are
1986, as the 1987 fall enrollment has not
been tallied just yet. It is interesting to
compare the 1986 to 1976 statistics. In just
10 years time the trend has completely
reversed. For those of you attending USD
in the fall of 1986 you witnessed a 53.7 to
46.3 percent ratio of girls to guys. This is
for everyone, the total enrollment at
USD. If you are an undergraduate, or at
least were at that time you saw a 56.2 to
43.8 percent ratio. For graduates at that
time the ratio was 62.2 to 37.8 percent.
The law school continues to be affected
very little by these occurances, there are

still almost 20 percent more guys than girls
attending the law school.
In 1976, however, there was a 56.7 to
43.3 percent ratio in favor of the guys here
at USD, for the total population, almost
exactly opposite that of 1986. The figures
are almost inverted, the shoe is just on the
other foot. The undergraduates had a
much closer balance back in 1976 than
they do now. Although there were more
guys in 1976 as expected the ratio was only
50.7 to 49.3 percent for the under
graduates. Now there is an estimated 10
percent difference among the students in
favor of the girls.
So you see, there are more girls than
guys, it was not just a myth, but the dif
ference is not as extreme as many think it
to be. Further, there were 2925 women at
tending USD in the fall of 1986 and 2520
men overall; there were 7.4 percent more
girls than guys. Considering what many
thought it to be a 7.4 to 10 ratio should be
considered good news, or bad news,
depending on whether you are a girl or a
guy-

Champions Fight For Cystic Fibrosis
A champion is defined in many
ways, one that holds first place; one
who defends a cause or person; one
who fights; a warrior.
On Sunday December 6, the
American Taekwondo Association
(ATA) students will compete as
"champions for CF" in the Southern

California Taekwondo Champion
ship, 1 p.m.-6 p.m., Mission Tower
Building at the Del Mar Fairgrounds.
These students are "champions"
because their competition is to benefit
the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation (CFF).
Over 500 men, women and children

Continued on page 9

Mayor Raises
$150,000 For
Homeless
Day Center
A luncheon hosted by Mayor Maureen
O'Connor has raised $150,000 towards
construction of a new Day Center for the
homeless downtown. The money, donat
ed by downtown business people, will be
used along with $125,000 from the City
and $100,000 from the County to build
the center.
"Our goal now is to raise another
$375,000 to operate the center for the first
three years," O'Connor said. "We badly
need additional donations if the center is
to be a success."
Set for construction at 17th and J
streets, the San Diego Day Center will
provide homeless men with a safe place off
the street. Showers, laundry facilities,
telephones, storage and other services
which are vital to helping the homeless
pull their lives together are among the
center's proposed features.
In addition to the other fundraising ef
forts, the First Annual Mayor's Benefit for
the Homeless Concert is planned for
December 14 to raise needed money. The
concert will feature the San Diego Youth
Symphony and pianist Gustav Romero.
The performances will begin at 7 p.m. in
the Lyceum Theater in Horton Plaza.
Those wishing to purchase tickets, or
make a monetary contribution, can do so
by contacting the Regional Task Force on
the Homeless at 239-4800.
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Look Out!! Here Come The Whales

Right now San Diego is anticipating
one of nature's most spectacular
shows — the annual migration of the
California gray whale.
From its summer feeding ground in
the western Bering Sea and the adja
cent Arctic Ocean, to its winter
breeding and calving grounds in the
warmer lagoons and bays of Baja
California and the west coast of Mex
ico, the California gray whale travels
an average distance of 6,000 miles
each way. It is one of the longest
known migrations of any mammal on
earth.
By mid-December this southward
migration is suddenly apparent off

San Diego's coast, and it continues
until mid-February. Nowhere else in
the world can you find such numbers
of large whales so close to shore
(within the three-mile limit) and so
near a large metropolitan area.
This migration provides whalewatchers and photographers unique
opportunities to observe the majestic
36- foot to 50-foot whales. Rising to
the surface to reveal barnacleencrusted heads, they spout forcefully
exhaled breath into the air with
distinctive whooshing sounds. Im
mediately, the whales fill their lungs
with air and repeat these breathing
actions several times before lifting

their tail flukes above the water and
slipping quietly beneath the waves.
The sight of these rhythmic
breathing and diving cycles brings
chills of excitement even to the ini
tiated whalewatcher.
Possible once-in-a-lifetime events in
clude the wonderous spectacle of a
whale leaping almost clear of the
water during a breach before crashing
explosively back into the water. Or
experience the surprising feeling when
a gray whale pokes its head vertically
above the surface to look at you while
spy hopping. Some fortunate
whalewatchers have even witnessed
the whales courting and mating, or,

Now that you've gotten into USD,
IBM can help you get more out of it.
plus Microsoft® Windows 1.04, Write, Paint,
The road to graduation is paved
with term papers, lab reports, cramming, Cardfile, IBM DOS 3.3 and a mouse.
Pop in the load-and-go diskette and
all-nighters and, of course, exams.
your Model 25 Collegiate is set to help
To ease that journey and awaken
you write and revise long papers and
your professors to your exceptional
illustrate your points by combining
abilities, we suggest the newest member
words and graphics. So your professors
of the IBM® Personal System /2™ family:
w ill draw favorable conclusions about
the Model 25 Collegiate.
Its a high-powered personal compu your work.
For more information on the Model
ter with advanced graphics capabilities,
25 Collegiate, visit the IBM Education
designed to fit on your desk without
Product Coordinator on campus.
adding to the clutter. And it comes with
You'll quickly learn how to get the
a generous 640 KB memory, two 3.5"
most
out
of the IBM Personal =====~
diskette drives and an aid package every
student can appreciate—a big discount,
Microsoft is a registered trademark of the Microsoft Corporation. IBM isa registered trademark and Personal System/2 is a trademark of the International
Business Machines Corporation. © IBM 1987.

on rare occasions, giving birth.
Trained naturalists accompany all
of the two-hour walewatching trips
which begin Thursday, December 17,
1987, with a special excursion at 10:00
a.m. in remembrance of Dr. Ray
mond M. Gilmore. Dr. Gilmore was
associated with the San Diego
Natural History Museum for 30 years,
and at the time of his death, he was
recognized internationally as the
leading authority on the gray whale.

Regular whalewatching trips leave
Mission Bay at 11:30 a.m. and 2:00
p.m. on Saturdays and Sundays,
December 26 and 27, January 2 and 3,
9 and 10, 16 and 17, and 23 and 24.
Other regular trips are scheduled for
January 28, 29, 30 and 31 (Thursday,
Friday, Saturday, and Superbowl
Sunday). One final weekend oppor
tunity to join the legion of confirmed
whalewatchers is available on
February 6 and 7.
Advance reservations by mail are
required. The cost is $9 for adults, $8
for museum members, and $6 for
children age 12 and under. (Please
note that this trip is not recommend
ed for children under the age of 5 and
that children under the age of 16 must
be accompanied by a responsible
adult).
Please call (619) 232-3821, ext. 201
for a brochure which includes a reser
vation form.

Cystic Fibrosis
Continued from page 8
will show their expertise in this
Korean martial art in 100 divisions
that test both skill and concentration.
Each division is sponsored by friends
of the ATA or local business to insure
all administrative costs are covered,
leaving more money to be used for
cystic fibrosis research. The San
Diego Firefighters are a main sponsor
for this event and a true supporter of
the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation.
Cystic fibrosis is a genetic, pro
gressive disease that attacks the lungs
and the digestive system of its victims,
robbing them of their breath of life
and the vital nutrition needed to grow
and develop. CF is the number one
genetic killer of children and young
adults in the United States. At this
time there is no cure or test to deter
mine which one in 20 Americans car
ries the recessive symptomless gene.
Spectator tickets available at the
door for a $2 donation to cystic
fibrosis. For more information, call
the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation at
234-5880 or the American Taekwondo Association at 270-8636.
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Director Tom McLoughlin Discusses

Date With An Angel

by Mary A. Smigielski
Writer/director Tom McLoughlin was
recently in town to promote his new film
release "Date With An Angel." "We broke
our necks to finish the movie to get it out
before Christmas; we wanted to open as a
seasonal kind of show," says McLoughlin.
Of the 147 films opening this fall, "Date
With An Angel" has been credited with
being unique. The plot revolves around
Jim Sanders (Michael E. Knight), a musi
cian who is engaged to be married to a
wealthy young woman (Phoebe Cates). A
beautiful angel (Emmanuelle Beart) falls
into his swimming pool to innocently
cause an abundance of conflict when she
is discovered by the fiance.
It is a "romantic/fantasy/comedy"
reminiscent of such films as the Jimmy
Stewart classic "Mr. Smith Goes to
Washington." "I'm fortunate that the
three elements of entertainment that I
love the most are wrapped up all in this
one film," the director remarked.
The fantasy/romance is a distinct
change in genre from McLoughlin's
previous directing credits, credits that in
clude "One Dark Night" and "Friday the
13th — Part VI." He says that working on
such low budget films has helped him with
"Date With An Angel" because they have
enabled him to know how to make the
very most out of the money he has to

work with. Given a larger budget for this
movie, the only change McLoughlin
would make would be more elaborate fly
ing sequences. "Because of the budget, I
had to make the best out of the dollars I
had. Each flying sequence cost between
$25,000-$50,000.
The only other problem with the picture
was choosing the angel. McLoughlin saw
close to 5,000 women from the U.S.,
Canada and Europe. He wanted an actress
who was not widely known and who
would give the character a certain
freshness. He chose the French actress
Emmanuelle Beart after seeing her in
"Manon des Soprces." "I knew I had final
ly found her. She has such a luminescent
quality ... like a modern day Lillian Gish.
An actress whose thoughts can be heard."
Another name from the past was men
tioned with frequency: Frank Capra, the
director of such classics as "It Happened
One Night." In the six years it has taken
to get to the screen, Capra was
McLoughlin's mentor. "Frank Capra kept
encouraging me. Whenever I would get
depressed, there he was being supportive
and telling me to keep going. So I did."
McLoughlin spoke with Capra after critic
Capra saw the completed film: "He loved
it."
"Date With An Angel" is rated PG and
is playing at theaters throughout the San
Diego area.

GREEK REPRESENTATATION
If you are truly serious and concerned
with the problem of Greek representation
in the AS Senate, then I challenge you to
an open and public debate on this issue at
your convenience. If you are not, then I

Continued trom page 4

would appreciate you keeping your uninformed, frivolous, quasi-intellectualism to
yourself and not defacing the pages of the
Vista with it.
Peter S. Andrade

Director Tom McLoughlin works with Phoebe Cates on set of Date With An
Angel.

Trips To Be laken
^

^

—
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Tonight 12/3: Psychedelic fuzz
demons The Jesus & Mary Chain,
SST's Opal and rock'n'roll legends
The Leaving Trains, SDSU s
Montezuma Hall, 8:00 p.m.
Tonight 12/3: from Doraville, GA.>
The Atlanta Rhythm Section, Rio s,
8:00 p.m.
Friday 12/4: IRS Records' the dB's
and The Balancing Act, Rio's, 8:00
p.m.

Intersession

BRIGHTON

Register
Now

SNOWBIRD

Some classes will
fill q u i c k l y

UTAH SK! TRIP

ALTA
PARK CITY

SOLITUDE

Registration
now being accepted

( %

r •V

1

Friday 12/4: From Minneapolis, The
Replacements, SDSU's Montezuma
Hall, 8:00 p.m.
Saturday 12/5: Nigerian Afro-Beat
with O.J. Ekemode and guests, Borracho y Loco, Rio's, 8:00 p.m.
Tuesday 11/8: Fleetwood Mac and
fhe

Cruzados

Sports

Are

7:30

p.m.

Wednesday 11/9: The undisputed
sinister minister of rock 'n' roll, Jerry
Lee Lewis, Belly Up Tavern, 9:00 p.m.

J&B.SAyPM "KWREI

ADVENT
PENANCE
SERVICE
DECEMBER 9th
WEDNESDAY
5:00 p.m.

theme:
ANTICIPATION
IN RETMMC'S CHAPEL

Founders 108

PRICE: $219
OUTING DATES JAN: 3-10
Outing Includes: Luxury Motorcoach,
Refreshments enroute. Lodging,
Shuttle to the slopes
MORE INFO CALL 260-4709

1'imersil.v el 3an Die;o

M

utdoor
dventures

DINING SERVICES PLUS ACCOUNT
BUY BACK
If you will not be returning to USD for the Spring Semester,
Dining Services will buy back any monies over $10.00 at 35%
of their value. You can request a refund at the Dining Ser
vices Office, University Center, beginning Monday,
December 7, 1987 through December 16, 1987. YOU MUST
PRESENT YOUR WITHDRAWAL FORM FOR A RE
FUND. If you are returning to USD for Spring Semester,
your Plus account monies will carry over from Fall.
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The Royal Crescent Mob Blast
The World With Omerta
by Andy Bartlett

The Royal Crescent Mob are the sort of
band that remind me of how behind the
times 1 fall when I have to pay for my own
albums. Thank the higher powers that
Moving Target Records was kind enough
to send me a better-late-than-never copy
of the Mob's second release, Omerta.
The Mob hail from Columbus, Ohio
and released their own 12" EP Land of
Sugar. They dedicated this first release to
Sugar Bonner of Ohio Players fame. The
Mob groove wildly and command recogni
tion as a true funk force to be reckoned
with. Lead vocalist David Ellison raps out
gravelly chants that forever stand in the

mind of the listener.
Omerta opens with the rap chant "Get
on the Bus" and never lets loose. The
Mob's version of James Brown's
"Payback" gives James a definite run for
his money. It is vital for a band not to
desecrate other people's songs, unless they
intend to do so purposely.
Their version of the Ohio Players' "Fire"
makes a man's brain turn to jelly as
guitarist extradinaire B leads the Mob's
assault. These guys have definitely spun a
web that no meager bug can escape from.
Several comparisons to the Red Hot Chili
Peppers and Fishbone float around in
critics' minds.

David Ellison has lived a life of funk, he
used to cut Sugar Bonner's lawn as a kid.
He would then get to sit with Bonner and
listen to tales of the glorious life associated
with this god of funk. The Mob's live per
formances have accompanied by more

complimentary expletives than I can
count in my humble mind, all I know is
that if they played here, I missed them.
Hopefully they will return soon to stake a
claim in the southland.

Warren Zevon Rocks
On Sentimental Hygiene
by Andy Bartlett
Entertainment Editor
After a five-year lull in his career, War
ren Zevon has returned with Sentimental
Hygiene. Virgin records signed Zevon as
their first artist on their American branch
in the summer of 1986.
Sentimental Hygiene is Zevon's eighth,
and perhaps his best, album. Zevon has
spent years travelling throughout the
world and his music reflects this. His
musical talents and profound messages
demanded a better band for Hygiene, so in
walk Bob Dylan, Neil Young, and REM
minus Michael Stipe. Needless to say, this
album is a definite musical milestone for
1987 and for Zevon.
Warren Zevon is an extremely versatile
musician with influences ranging far and
wide; his live performnces reflect ingenuity
and artistry. His show at San Diego Sym
phony Hall on November 21 was quite a
mixture of various sounds. He was able to
compete with the legendary X, but not
upstage them.
Zevon's political interests are crystal
clear in his music, often he sings of the
necessity of peace in the wartorn regions
of the world. "Leave My Monkey Alone,"
the title track, "Detox Mansion," "Bad
Karma" and "Hurry Home Early" all
reflect Zevon's musical complexity and
adoration of differing musical styles. For
those looking for a way into Warren
Zevon, this is it. Listen up for these and
other tunes by the original "Excitable
Boy."

GET DOWN TO
BUSINESS WITH THE
BEST IN TEST PREP.
Only Kaplan offers free
refresher math lessons and
business school admis
sions information. Call!

IKAPLAN

STANLEY H.KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

4780 Clairemont Mesa Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92117

(619) 277-6744
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Hey, Guess What? I'm A Law Student
by Harry Hadjian

Joe Torero
Did You
Ever Wonder?

What ingredient in a Came Asada
burrito makes a person have such ter
rible gas?
Why you get along with your
friends moms better than your own?
Why Kevin Rapp drinks beer out of
the side of his mouth?
If Secretary of Finance Jeff Killer
owns a pair of pants?
Where all the beautiful girls you see
during the week go on the weekends?
Or what they wear under their
clothes?
Why people speed up on the
freeway after you put your blinker on
to pass them?
Why Jeff Kirkpatrick runs the U.C.?
Why there are two T.V. Shows
(Webster and Different Strokes) with
black kids, who will never grow up,
and adopted by white people?
How come a person's eyes get red
from smoking pot but not cigarettes?
Why a woman in a tight dress
drives a man crazy?
If women mature faster, what hap
pened?
Why does Coke add life?
Why Coors is the one?
Why the night belongs to
Michelob?
How many beers Corporate Spon
sor, Tom Gorman can drink without
slipping a disc?
Why there are traffic jams when
there are no accidents?
Why USD security has only one
bullet for the entire force?
Why life is a bitch, then you marry
one?
Why cats always land on their feet
even when dropped from the roof of a
house?
Why people will travel great
distances to look at poor people?
Why a mouse in red shorts with a
high squeaky voice is hailed to around
the world?
Why Albert Einstein never combed
his hair?
What General McArthur smoked
out of his corn cob pipe and why he
always wore mirrored sun glasses?
If Jim Morrison is alive and well liv
ing in France?
Why Law students are uptight for
the most part?
Why didn't Andy Berg name the
new softball field Wiggley field?
Why Italians make great lovers and
all around good people?
Why there is a hole in a doughnut?
Why you have read this article this
far?

I was standing semi-straight in the beer
lines, (no strange position for me), at one
of those concerts in the U.C. last week
when all of a sudden I hear these two gutwrenchingly obnoxious, New Jersey
nerdlike, vomitous voices behind me that
pierced the stale air like a kick to the
groin. "Hey Allen, let's swag down a cou
ple of these free brewskis and pick up some
of these rad chicks! Hyull, Hyull..."
"Sounds boss to me Douglas, good thing I
wore my clean pair of underwear! Arr,
Arr,... by the way can you see my bulge
ok?"
"Oh No!!!, Law school students," I said
to myself as I fled the scene with cup in
hand. From out of nowhere a few hundred
of these dorks invaded the place and the
air was filled with the awful stench of men
thol Kools and heinous smelling farts.
Undergraduate women fled in horror as
hanksters dressed like a much out dated
Keith Partridge chased them down in an
attempt to lose their long festering virgini
tyOne particularly sick group of guys
dressed in badly stained muscle shirts cor
nered a group of girls and tortured them
endlessly with boring stories of their
pathetic childhoods in Piscatiway, New
Jersey. Others went way beyond their
usual limit of two beers, became excessive
ly drunk, and played thumper with Skip

Walsh and a couple of R.A.'s or anyone
else who would be their friends. Then they
proceeded to trash the place.
Ah yes, this is just one of many pathetic
examples of the disease that lurks in the
caverns of More Hall (The law school for
you people without a clue).
Originally founded in 1949 as a Denny's
Management Training Center, the school
of law attracts many confused students.
"After two years I finally realized
something was wrong when we hadn't had
a course in how to properly brown and
crisp fries yet," stated SBA president
Hank Fester. "Imagine my shock when I
learned I was at law school. So I said to
myself, what the hell Hank, throw away
the apron and go for the degree."
Fries or no fries there seems to be a
growing animosity between the law
students and the undergraduate popula
tion. The patio outside the grill has
become a breeding ground for lung cancer
as the smoke from those chain smoking
fools pervades the campus. Recently a
group of renegade football players took
control and recaptured the patio. They
rounded up 10-12 law students, pronounc
ed them guilty of crimes gainst humanity,
tied them to tackling sleds and pummeled
them into next Thursday.
But is all this really necessary? The sad
answer is yes. Now maybe not all law
students are rude, obnoxious, or cause

violent itching or rashes, but there are
many, (say 96% for a conservative
estimate). Can they be cured and perhaps
become decent upstanding members of a
society once again? Not likely, at least in
my lifetime, but then again the Saints are
having a winning season. I guess
anything's possible.
Just a little free advice for our lawyers to
be...
Get a Life!!!

A Bonus To Our Readers

Harry's Half Dozen

i 11

Top Vista Super-Sleuth Stories...
Newsworthy events we could have
lived without (remember this is all in
fun and although these authors may
have had a bomb or two they do con
tribute greatly to this paper).

1. "Student Action Stops
Thefts" — this chilling story of three
valiant heroes and their defense of
our campus against crosstown thugs
brought quivers up my spine.
2. "Grill Adds More To Menu"
— Well it's about time! This story

covered the historic introduction of
the 7 inch personal size pizza to our
campus. Finally we're a real universi
ty!!!
3. All of the "Simply Red Ar
ticles" — Three front page Vista ar
ticles is too much publicity for a band
with too little talent. Simply Red,
Curveline, and Life In General . . .
Woo big bands are back at USD! It's a
darn festival of talent!!
4. "Chris Towards Nicaragua

Series" — Informative to say the
least but . . . why every darn week!
5. "Where to buy the Beans: A

Guide to San Diego Coffee
Houses" — Doesn't this just say it
all?!!!

6. "How To Beat The
Freshman 15" — Do you really
think I could pass this one up? Forget
it girls it's impossible! Ahhh Ha Ha!!!
Actually any of my articles pro
bably could have been used but hey
it's my column. Live with it!

by
The Far SKIE CARy Larson

Scene (rom "Never Cry Cow"

Bernie's sense of humor was seldom
appreciated among the other bears.

To Ernie s horror, and the ultimate disaster of ail,
one more elephant tried to squeeze on.
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Can The Men's Basketball Team Take The Championship Again?
by Pat Connolly

USD's 1987-88 college basketball season is
being considered a rebuilding year.
On Friday, USD lost its season opener
97-90 to Rice University. The USD
basketball team will probably not be able
to duplicate last year's phenomenal 24-6
record. But under the tutelege of Head
Coach Hank Egan, the Toreros will no
longer rely on their half court offense and
sagging zone defense. This year's team will
rely on a tenacious defense &nd explosive,

Last year, the USD men's basketball
team won an amazing 24 games while win
ning the WCAC and gaining a berth in
the NCAA basketball playoffs. Last year's
team greatly benefited from the fact that
all five starters had played together for two
years. Unfortunately, this year's defending
WCAC Champions have lost four out of
five starters to graduation. Because of this,

Toreros Lose Season Opener
by Pat Connolly
Last Friday night the USD men's
basketball team journeyed to Houston,
Texas to take on Rice University. The
game was the 1987-88 season opener for
both teams. In a close 97-90 overtime
battle, the defending WCAC champion
Toreros went down to defeat.
The Toreros, having lost four out of five

Surf Club

The Surf Club contest will be
held against Poir.t Loma Nazareth
College on Saturday, December 5 at
7:00 a.m. in Mission Beach. If you
want to participate, come to the next
Surf Club meeting Thu-sday night,
December 3, at 7:00 p.m., in room 104
of the University Center.

starters from last year's championship
squad, relied on the outstanding play of
Junior captain Danny Means to keep the
game close. USD, down by eight at the
half, trailed by as many as 13 with six
minutes left. But Danny Means, who
scored eight of his 15 points in the final 55
seconds of regulation, sent the game into
overtime by hitting a three-point shot
from the top of the key with four seconds
remaining to tie it at 82 all.
In the overtime period, the Toreros,
who were constantly plagued by turn
overs, were outscored 15 to 8 and subse
quently lost 97-90.
There were several bright spots for the
Toreros. Marty Munn generated much of
the offense scoring 30 points, and Efrem
Leonard (the younger brother of Gerard)
finished with 12 points and six rebounds,
while freshman center Keith Calvin added
10 points with eight rebounds.

Finesse Nail Designs
Professional Care for
Ladies & Gentlemen

Full set
Fill

. . . $25
*14

1 free design

473C Mission Bay Dr., Suite E

(Corner of Garnet Ave.)

273-7608

Open Mon.-Sat.
9 a.m.-7 p.m.

fast-breaking offense — efficiently and ef
fectively utilizing the talent of this year's
squad.
USD, although picked universally at the
bottom of the conference, could possibly
be the biggest surprise of the WCAC. Pepperdine, who knocked off No. 20 DePaul
in the opener, and Loyola Marymount,
who will greatly benefit from the transfer
of several key players, are two of the
powerhouses in this year's WCAC. USD

will need to take advantage of its smaller,
quicker lineup by running the break and
utilizing several different trapping defenst.
If Coach Egan is successful in using these
different offensive and defensive schemes,
and if the key players such as Danny
Means and Marty Munn play up to their
capabilities, the Toreros may be able to
pull off another miracle 20 game winning
season and possible NCAA playoff berth.
Remember — miracles can happen.

Ruggers Trot To Fourth
In Turkey Bowl
by Ken Jillson
The USD Rugby Team took a com
mendable fourth in a field of eight in their
own Turkey Bowl Tournament. The
event took place Saturday, November 21
at Collier Field near Sunset Cliffs. Snat
ching first place was the team from
Loyola, followed by San Diego State.
Other participants in the holiday tourna
ment included UCSD, UC-Irvine, Navy,
Cal Poly Pomona, and Cal State Fuller-

ton.
USD played six games in the tourna
ment, splitting the games equally between
their first and second side. Overall the
team was pleased with its showing. "Con
sidering the caliber of the teams involved,''
said rugger John Dasher, "we played well
for being such a young squad." The rugby
team is looking forward to next semester,
trusting that they will fare as well, if not
better than this fall's performance.

Special Editorial

Do The Raiders Have A
Dallas Complex
by Pat Connolly
The L.A. Raiders, because of A1 Davis'
"football and fiscal genius," find
themselves in quite a dilemma. They now
have not one but two of the NFL's
premier running backs. Marcus Allen,
long the catalyst of the Raider offense, is
one of the best all-around players in foot
ball. But now he must share his position
with a certain Kansas City Royal out
fielder who considers football his hobby —
Bo Jackson.
The dilemma for the Raiders, is how to
accomodate both backs while not neglec
ting the welfare of the entire team. The
Dallas Cowboys, who own the rights to
both Tony Dorsett and Herschel Walker,
share this dilemma. While Tony Dorsett
has bitched and moaned about his lack of

playing time, Marcus Allen has not only
made room for Bo, but gone out of his way
to help him. After seeing Bo Jackson play
I'm not sure to what extent and in what
capacity Allen's role on the team will now
be. But I am not sure that he will perform
to the best of his ability and do what is
best for the team. Forever more, the name
Marcus Allen should be synonymous witi
class.
As for Bo Jackson, what is there to write
that hasn't already been written? His
potential is unlimited. He is potentially
greater than Earl Campbell and the in
comparable Jim Brown. Bo, forget
baseball. Your destiny lies in the NFL.
You have all the qualities necessary to
make you the premier running back for
the next 10 years, and possibly the best of
all time.

WEDNESDAY NIGHT...
USD NIGHT!!

Happy Hour
s,
7-11 pm
$100 Michelob Draft
5302 Napa St.
San Diego
542-1462

Mexican Restaurant and Cantina

YOGURT & TREAT
SHOPPES
MIDWAY PLAZA

3445 MIDWAY DR. 223-0088
• Fresh Baked Cookies • ice Cream
show USD ID CARD and receive 15% off any purchase
(May not be used with any other coupon)
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IM Play Of The Week
The score was 0-0 as the second half
clock ticked on. Throughout the game
neither the EMB's or the Deep Sixers
had been able to mount a consistent at
tack. Now, the Deep Sixers had the ball
at their own 45-yard line. Quarterback Pat
Connolly took the pitch and headed up
the field leaving would be tacklers in his

wake. When the play was finally over,
Connolly would be in the endzone, and
his 55 yard run would turn out to be the
only touchdown of the game. The Deep
Sixers won the B-league championship
game 7-0 courtesy of the IM Play of the
Week.

EMB's Get Deep Sixed
Pat Connolly and his Deep Sixers
hadn't lost ail season, but they did
have a tie. The EMB's didn't allow a
score until the playoffs when they
beat the Phi Kaps 13-12 in the semi
finals. The third TD the EMB's
allowed came in the finals and it was
one too many as Pat Connolly and
the Deep Sixers got to collect their
IM champ shirts in the B-league footbail. The game started with the
EMB's being forced to punt on their
first possession. The Deep Sixers
had a touchdown called back on their
first possession and then failed on
fourth and goal. The EMB's got the
ball back for a short time until Chris

Johnson's interception got it back for
the Deep Sixers. Both teams then
traded possessions and soon it was
halftime, still 0-0. In the second half,
Pat Connolly had a 55-yard
touchdown run to put the Deep Six
ers up 6-0 and the extra point was
completed to Rick Matheson to make
it 7-0. Again both teams traded punts,
but with 1:40 remaining, the EMB's
had the ball on their own 39-yard line
when Chris McPhearson committed
pass interference on the Deep Sixers
36. The EMB's tried four pass plays
to the end zone, but all fell incomplete
assuring the Deep Sixers of the
championship.

Y)u're astute enough to discuss the
philosophical ramifications of
Victor Frankl's"Existential Vacuum?

Last IM Event
5x5 Basketball

Do you play Flag Football for WordUp Wrecking Crew or The
Grogmen? If not, then you only have one
chance to play more IM sports this
semester — 5x5 Basketball! The tradi
tional end of the fall tournament will be
held this weekend (Dec. 5 and 6) at the
Sports Center Gym. Due to a lack of
publicity in the last issue of the Vista, en
tries are being held open until Friday
morning at 10:00 a.m. Hurry though, at

10:01, they're closed!

The tournament will be double elimina
tion starting Saturday morning and con
cluding with the championship game Sun
day afternoon. This is a B-league tourna
ment, so no ex-intercollegiate athletes will
be allowed to compete. The entry fee is
only $10 per team, so get your team ready
for the Spring league and sign-up to play

IM 5x5 Basketball!

Killer Tsunami Retains H2O Crown
Killer Tsunami captured the water
polo championship on Friday by outscoring a tough A.I.A. team in a nail biter,
13-12. This game saw both teams exchang
ing goals from the outset. Killer
Tsunami was led on offense by Tim
O'Toole and Nicki Lacey, who each
scored six. OToole had all four points for
Tsunami in the first half. For A.I.A. it

was Bo Landress scoring a game high eight
goals, but it wasn't enough. The difference
in this game was the aggressive goaltending by Dave LaPuma, who on several occassions stopped point blank shots by the
Alcoholics. Despite a very well played
game by A..I.A., Killer Tsunami came
through when it counted most to retain
their water polo crown.

Searching
ARE YOU SEARCHING?
WE ARE, TOO ...
Searching for young
Catholic men, like you ...
To live and work with the poor. ,
To share their sorrows and joys .
To care for the needy little ones .
To bring Christ into their lives ..
If you have a heart big enough,
JOIN US!
COLUMBAN FATHERS,
MISSIONARIES
TO THE THIRD WORLD

And you're still smoking?

Name

For more information,
write or call:

Street

Columban Fathers
2600 No. Vermont Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90027
(213) 665-4289

City

State

School/College
Phone: (

Zip
Age

)

U.S. Department of Health & Human Services

THE CITY OF SAN DIEGO
has an

IMMEDIATE OPENING
for

ADVERTISING

Salary: $1826-$2202/month

(619) 236-5753
E0 E

cordially invites you and your guests
to attend an

ART EXHIBITION
AND AUCTION

JUNIOR CHEMIST
Req: Bachelor's degree in chemistry
or closely related physical science
with at least 24 semester/36 quarter
units in chemistry including in
strumental methods, analytical
chemistry, or physical chemistry.
Copy of college transcripts re
quired. Final semester/quarter
Seniors can apply.
To apply or for more info contact:
City of San Diego
Employment Information Counter
City Admin. Bldg, Lobby
202 C Street, San Diego, CA 92101

USD KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS

Advertising
consultant seeks
assistant with
telephone sales
and light
secretarial duties.

PART-TIME

452-7063

to be held at the

UNIVERSITY CENTER
FORUM A & B
University of San Diego
San Diego, California
on

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 6, 1987
Exhibition — 4:30 p.m.
Auction — 6:00 p.m.
Complementary Refreshments
and Hors d'oeuvres
Donation: $1.00 per person
For further information
Please call: 260-4802
Checks for art purchased payable to:

USD KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS

FATIMA
For your individual
peace of mind
the very revealing
apparition for *
world peace
approved by
the Catholic Church

Channel 69
Sunday, Dec. 6
10:00 p.m.
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IM Square Pan Players
Of The Week

Tim O Toole and Nicki Lacey are the
main reasons why Killer Tsunami won
their second straight innertube water polo
championship last Friday. OToole scored
all of Tsunami's first half goals en route
to a six-goal performance, and when
A.I.A. threatened to make a game of it
late, it was Lacey who scored four quick
points to ensure the victory. Tim OToole
and Nikki Lacey — The IM Square Pan

Players of the Week.

To claim your Square Pan Pizza Cer
tificate and T-shirt, look for your picture
each Monday on the boards in front of
Serra Hall and Outdoor Adventures.
Then be sure to report to the Sports
Center before Tuesday at 6:00 p.m. By the
time you read it in the Vista, it is too late
to claim your pizza!

Co-Rec Softball Champions
Are Better Than Ever

It was not too long ago that the name
"Better Buy the Case" struck fear in the
hearts of Co-Rec Softball opponents. For
the last few seasons however, all playing
against Better Buy the Case meant that
if it was the first game of the season, you
would probably win by forfeit. Well, now
it might be time to start fearing Mike
Hedrick's team again as Better Buy the
Case won the Co-Rec Softball champion
ship in very convincing fashion last Sun
day, defeating the Ballbangers 9-0.
This was a match-up of teams which
had finished second in their respective
divisions during the season. Better Buy
the Case had dropped an 11-2 decision to
EEEdith on Top while the Ballbangers
were routed in the league opener 12-2 by
AKPui Longer Bats, Longer Strokes.
However, as the season progressed, both
these teams improved, and by playoff

time, both were worthy finalists. As for
the game itself, the Ballbangers took
themselves out of it in the first inning.
Hits by Paul Leonard, Vince Ferrer, Mike
Hedrick, Conni Campbell, Laura Gon
zalez, Maria Lopez, and Sue Collins were
compounded by more defensive errors
than one normally sees on a first date. The
result was a 5-0 Better Buy the Case
lead. From there, the Ballbangers played
sluggish while Better Buy the Case kept
on hitting away. Mike Hedrick's single
and Dave Navarro's triple resulted in a
fifth inning run. In the sixth, it was M.J.
Kaplan, Bill Ismay, and Paul Cunningham
with the key hits to make it 8-0. Hedrick
then scored the final run in the seventh,
and all that was left was for Better Buy
the Case to preserve their shutout, and
that they did while returning glory to the
name, Better Buy the Case.

IM Distinctions
Nov. 16-29

MEN'S SOFTBALL
Game of the Week:
Uncle Wiggley's vs. Sigma Chi
Team of the Week:
Uncle Wiggley's
Player of the Week:
Chris Carter (Uncle Wiggley's)
CO-REC SOFTBALL
Game of the Week:
Better Buy the Case vs. Ballbangers
Team of the Week:
Better Buy the Case
Player of the Week:
Mike Hedrick (Better Buy the Case)
FLAG FOOTBALL - A LEAGUE
Game of the Week:
Notre Dame vs. Penn State*
Team of the Week:

use**

Player of the Week:
Rodney Peete (USC)***
FLAG FOOTBALL - B LEAGUE
Game of the Week:
Deep Sixers vs. EMB's
Team of the Week:
Deep Sixers
Player of the Week:
Pat Connolly (Deep Sixers)
INNERTUBE WATER POLO
Game of the Week:
Killer Tsunami vs. A.I.A.

Team ot the Week:
Killer Tsunami
>
Player of the Week:
Nicki Lacey (Killer Tsunami)
MEN'S SPEED SOCCER
Game of the Week:
Grad Students vs. A.G.S.P.
Team of the Week:
Grad Students
Player of the Week:
James McNulty (Grad Students)
MEN'S TEAM TENNIS
Game of the Week:
Senioritis vs. Delta 9R Delta
Team of the Week:
Coors Light
Player of the Week:
Mike Sackmaster (Senioritis)
MIXED TEAM TENNIS
Match of the Week:
We Want Another Large vs. Fireballs
Team of the Week:
No Names
Player of the We;ek:
Tracy Venturini (No Names)

*Word-up Wrecking Crew vs. San Diego
Vice
**Word-up Wrecking Crew
***Danny Tarkanian (Word-up Wrecking
Crew)

Word-Up Wrecking Who?
No. 3 seeded Word-up Wrecking
Crew beat San Diego Vice again. Yes,
last year S.D. Vice lost to "The Crew"
and again this year they lost 32-6. Danny
Tarkanian to Johnny Yaldo was the main
connection at USD's West Point Field.
The Wrecking Crew had seven posses
sions, five of which they scored on, but
they never punted. S.D. Vice had six
possessions, four of which failed on fourth
down. S.D. Vice looked good in the
beginning. On their first posession, Tim
Silverman ran it in from eight yards out to
give Vice an early 6-0 lead. The Wreck
ing Crew bounced right back with a pass
from Tarkanian to Mike Licosatti to make
it 6-6. Then Andy Greninger intercepted a
S.D. Vice pass on the next possession.
Three plays later Danny Tarkanian hit
Johnny Yaldo for a 12-6 halftime lead.
After that it was Johnny Yaldo for a 12-6
halftime lead. After that it was all
Wrecking Crew. Tarkanian connected
with John Savage and Johnny Yaldo for
two more TD's, and Paul Leonard threw
to Johnny Yaldo for the last TD of the day
to make the final 32-6.

In the other A-league semi-final the No.
5 seeded Grogmen got by the No. 8 seed
ed Take Me Deep, EEEdith 25-7. This
was a yawner folks. Each team had two
turnovers, but EEEdith also failed to get
the necessary yards for a first down three
times on fourth down. Just like in the
Wrecking Crew vs. S.D. Vice game, it
was a good first half. Manny Cuito threw
to Greg Ghio for the first TD and then
Cuito returned an interception 30 yards
for the second score on the following
series. EEEdith woke up around this time
and Scott Little connected with Ken
Grimes to make it 13-7 at halftime. The se
cond half belonged to the Grogmen as
Manny Cuito hit Mark Adolph and Greg
Ghio for two more touchdowns to finish
off EEEdith 25-7.
Oh, hey, did you know three of the final
four teams came from one league? Wordup Wrecking Crew beat the Grogmen
in regular season 21-12 without two of
their starters. Championship point
spread: Wrecking Crew by 9. See you
all at noon on Saturday at the West Point
Field.

STUDENT SPECIAL
CUT & STYLE

Women's regular $20. Men's regular $16

Uncle Wiggley's Travelling All-Stars: When it comes to U.S.D. intramurals, dynasty is spelled W-i-g-g-l-e-y-s. If you think that that is somewhat
of an exaggeration, then here are some facts that may change your mind. 1)
Phil Barbara's team has won five of the last six men's softball championships
including the last three. 2) In the last two championship games, Uncle Wig
gley's has "mercy-ruled" their opposition. 3) This season's squad has seven
players, including the league's Cy Young award winner, that were picked as
either first or second all-stars. Uncle Wiggley's is not only this week's IM
Miller Lite Team of the Week, they might be the most dominant U.S.D. IM
team of all time.
Pictured: Front Row (left to right) — Pat Casinelli, Bob Reisinger, Mike An
thony, Phil Barbaro, Chris Carter. Back Row (left to right) — Bob Brown,
Tom Grace, Dan Geiger, Jim Anthony, Steve Barbaro.

Perms $30
Weave (foil) $30
Manicures $5,
Pedicure $10
Acrylic Nails (full set) $25

Long hair extra.
Specials good with aa only through 72/9/87
Not valid when stylist is requested

EUAS HAIR DESIGN
Full Service
7608 Linda Vista Road (Mesa College Dr. & 163)

268-8865
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Wiggley's Wins Title No. 5
Stop the presses! We have a major scoop
here. You may not believe this, but Un
cle Wiggley's Travelling All-Stars
won the IM Men's Softball Champion
ship. O.K., that's enough sarcasm. In
reality, Uncle Wiggley's winning a softball title happens about as often as the IM
department decides to have a softball
league. However, before saying "ho-hum,
just another Wiggley championship,"
realize that this is a team that has now
won more championships ( ive) than any
softball team in USD intramural history.
In addition were it not for an extra-inning
semi-final loss four seasons ago, Phil Bar
bara's team would have been celebrating
their sixth straight T-shirt season.
The opposition for the championship
game was certainly a worthy opponent.
Sigma Chi had finally put all their for
midable talent together and had the type
of season everyone knew they were
capable of. Going into the finals, Sigma
Chi was 7-0, had outscored their opposi
tion 71-39, and had already defeated the
teams ranked No. 2, No. 3 and No. 4. In
an IM championship game though, it
doesn't matter who the opponents are.
This game belongs to Uncle Wiggley's.

In the first inning, Wiggley's quickly
jumped on top when Jim Anthony club ed
a three-run homerun. Pat Casinelli then
scored on Phil Barbaro's single and it was
4-0 before most fans had fond their seats.
Jason bates singled home Larry Getz to cut
the lead to 4-1 in the top of the second,
but then it was Chris Carter's turn to
pound out a three-run homerun for Wig
gley's and the score was 8-1 after only
two innings. In the third, the defending
champions put another "4" on the board.
Steve Barbaro drilled a two-run triple and
then Carter followed with his second
homerun of the game and this one was all
but over. Sigma Chi did manage to push
the game as far as the sixth inning when
Harry Hadjian circled the bases behind
Bill Parrot to cut Wiggley's lead to 12-3
after five. Actually, this was a very spor
ting gesture by centerfielder, Jim An
thony, who let Hadjian's routine single go
through him to keep the game alive. Alas,
all good things must come to an end and
when Bob Brown singled home Casinelli
in the bottom of the sixth, it was time for
the mercy rule to be invoked. Uncle
Wiggley's had won the game 13-3 and
with it their fifth championship.

Tennis Championship Slated
The tennis leagues have wound down to
the four finals this week, and the rankings
have
Ar lived up tc their billing. 'Hie
top two men's seeds will meet this week as
Coors Light and Delta 9R Delta re
mained undefeated with close, but im
pressive victories. Top-ranked Coors
Light handed In and Out their first loss
of the year, winning all three sets by 6-4
scores. Meanwhile it was Delta 9R Delta
ousting last year's champs, Senioritis,
17-10. Senioritis had earlier reached the
semis with an 18-14 victory over
Kingsley/Potarf. In B-league action it
will be the Oversized Heads against the
Box Workers. Both teams posted
decisive victories in their quest for a title.
In the mixed doubles there were no sur
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prises as far as A-league was concerned. It
will be last years' winners, We Want
Another Large, against this year's heavy
favorite Zooport Locals. So strong in
fact, the Mile High decided not to show
up to play them despite Mile High's an
nihilation of Dome/Jones in the opening
round. Brent Burns and Holly Roloff (We
Want Another Large) reached the
finals by handing the ever-popular
Fireballs their first loss of the season
18-10. A slight surprise in the B-league saw
No Names gaining a spot in the finals
with a doubleheader victory over Back
Off and Moonlighting Strangers. They
must now face the sandbagging combo of
Kleekamp/Peterson which reached the
finals — you guessed it — due to a forfeit.

Grads Win Men's Speed
Soccer Championship

A.G.S.P., confident and ready after
their 7-3 romp over "X" in the semi-finals,
were favored by some to beat the Grad
Students for the championship. After all,
they did hand the Grads their only
regular season defeat. However, Dan Blair
and Todd Schneider had other ideas and
continued their tremendous play from last
week. Both scored to put the Grads ahead
2-0 in the first half. Todd Tillmans, Jim
Cameron and the A.G.S.P. players were
not going to let this game go down easy
though. They tightened the screws on the
Grads in the second half, holding them

16 Teams In IM
Golf Tourney
Sixteen teams took place in the IM
Scramble Golf Tournament held over
homecoming weekend and none lived
up to the name of the event better
than EEEdith Plays A Round. The
team of Kevin Little and Doug
Skrobut spent most of the day
scrambling. Suffice it to say that their
score of 75 on this par 58 course did
not win any awards,
their score of 75 on this par 58 course
did not win any awards.
The team that did score best was
Mike Hedrick and Paul Leonard. This

scoreless, even though A.G.S.P. goalie
Theo Van Lingen had to leave the game
due to injury. Unfortunately, like the
Grads, A.G.S.P. was unable to generate
any scoring and when time ran out, those
two first half Gradgoals stood as the lone
determinant of the Men's Speed Soccer
Championship. Congratulations to Grad
Students' captain Chris Wellborn, and
teammates Mark Hellenkamp, Klas Lundgren, Rich Knapp, Paul Klockenbrink,
Rob Swain, Todd Schneider, Rogi Dindial, and Dan Blair on a fine season.
duo birdied the final three holes to
record a two-under par 56 for the day.
Only one shot back at 57 was Paul
Huch and Tom Shea while the
defendning champs, Mike Connery
and Mike Stoberski, had to settle for a
third place tie with a two-over par 60.
In the mixed division, Chris Jensen
and Brenda Daly pulled away from
the competition with an even par 58.
David Ehus and Kristine Klausen us
ed some help from Mark Miville to
record a 60 while Mike Burke and
Lisa Lenallen finished third with a
three-over par 61. The defending
champs, Gary Saunders and Keri
Flynn were a little overmatched this
year and had to settle for fifth place
with a score of 63.

Alumni Join Students In
3 Mile Canyon Run

39 runners ran in the annual Homecom
ing Three-Mile "death defying" Canyon
Run. It was 10:00 a.m. on Saturday morn
ing as 18 alumni, 22 undergrads, seven
graduates, and one faculty/staff member
ran the (thank God it wasn't muddy) ca
nyon. All but one finished in less than a
half-hour. Winners in all divisions receiv

ed champ T-shirts. The times: Jane Sadler,
undergraduate, 16:22; David Hoiles,
undergraduate, 14:38; Beth Chadick,
graduate, 15:26; Walter Burrier, graduate,
13:43; Karen Ridge, alumni, 18:32; Peter
Wood, alumni, 13:25; and Kiarash
Dehpanah, faculty/staff, 15:19.
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